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 scr A: You have to define it in your $scope using ng-init. It won't work in any controller that's why you didn't get any error.
$scope.init = function(i) { $scope.items = ['value1', 'value2']; } and use it in your template: {{ item }} Add item to array You

also have to change some ng-repeat code so it becomes : {{ $index + 1 }} Hope it helps. Q: How to eliminate the delay between
touching the screen and the actual scroll? I know you cannot actually make the scroll appear instantaneously. But for the

purposes of this question, let's just assume that the scroll appears instantly after I touch the screen. So far, I've seen no method
of delaying the actual scroll until after the initial touch is registered. I've tried onDrag, onTouch, onTouchCancel, and onMotion,
but they do not seem to affect the scroll at all. Is there any way to delay the scroll until after the initial touch is registered, or am
I stuck with the apparent delay of the scroll? I'm developing for Android, if that helps. There is no way to delay the scroll until
after the initial touch is registered. This is by design. If you do want to delay the scroll until after the initial touch is registered,

then you can change the scrolling direction (i.e. instead of scrollTo(), you could use scrollBy(x, 0), or use scrollBy(x, y)). This is
not possible with the scrollTo() method, since it is not documented to be able to do this. For the purposes of this question, let's

just assume that the scroll appears instantly after I touch the screen. In this case, you 82157476af
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